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The full text shall be marked, in any convenient manner, to indicate additions to and
deletions from the immediately preceding filing. The purpose of Exhibit 4 is to permit
the staff to identify immediately the changes made from the text of the rule with which
it has been working.
The self-regulatory organization may choose to attach as Exhibit 5 proposed changes
to rule text in place of providing it in Item I and which may otherwise be more easily
readable if provided separately from Form 19b-4. Exhibit 5 shall be considered part
of the proposed rule change.

If the self-regulatory organization is amending only part of the text of a lengthy
proposed rule change, it may, with the Commission's permission, file only those
portions of the text of the proposed rule change in which changes are being made if
the filing (i.e. partial amendment) is clearly understandable on its face. Such partial
amendment shall be clearly identified and marked to show deletions and additions.
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Partial Amendment No. 2 to SR-Phlx-2016-79
On August 4, 2016, NASDAQ PHLX LLC (“Phlx” or “Exchange”) filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC” or “Commission”) a proposed rule change
to amend its rules relating to its opening process. The rule change proposed to amend the
current functionality of the Exchange’s trading system (“system”) 1 regarding the opening
of trading in an option series (“Proposal”). 2 The Commission published the Proposal in
the Federal Register for notice and comment on August 22, 2016. 3 The Commission
filed a proposal to designate a longer period of time for Commission Action on October
3. 2016. 4 Partial Amendment No. 1 was filed on November 7, 2016. This Partial
Amendment No. 2 supersedes Partial Amendment No. 1.
Phlx is filing this Partial Amendment No. 2 to clarify certain aspects of the
Proposal. First, Phlx would like to define quotes on line 7 of page 6 by adding a new
footnote 17 which states that “The term quotes shall refer to a two-sided quote.”
Phlx proposes to amend the third line of the second full paragraph on page 14 to
state, “…routable orders locking or crossing the ABBO, the system will open with an
opening quote by…”
Phlx proposes to amend the first paragraph on page 19, to state, “Proposed Rule
1017(j) will provide that the system will calculate an Opening Quote Range (“OQR”) for
a particular option series that will be utilized in the PDM. The OQR is an additional type
of boundary beyond the boundaries mentioned in Rule 1017 at proposed paragraph (i).
OQR is intended to limit the Opening Price to a reasonable, middle ground price and thus
reduce the potential for erroneous trades during the Opening Process. Although the
Exchange applies other boundaries such as the BBO, the OQR is outside of that and
provides a range of prices that can satisfy more size while still ensuring a reasonable
Opening Price. The Exchange seeks to execute as much volume as is possible at the
Opening Price.”
Phlx proposes to amend the second full paragraph on page 20, to state, “New Rule
1017(j)(6) deals with the situation where there is an away market price involved. If there
is more than one Potential Opening Price possible where no contracts would be left
unexecuted and any price used for the mid-point calculation (which is described in new
1

The Exchange is replacing references to Phlx XL II with the word “system” to
reflect current usage.

2

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 78588 (August 16, 2016), 81 FR 56733
(August 22, 2016) (SR-Phlx-2016-79).

3

Id.

4

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 79024 (October 3, 2016), 81 FR 69892
(October 7, 2016) (SR-Phlx-2016-79).
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Rule 1017(h)) is an away market price when contracts will be routed, the system will use
the away market price as the Potential Opening Price. The Exchange is seeking to
execute the maximum amount of volume possible at the Opening Price. Because the
system may need to route to other markets it uses the away market price as the Opening
Price. The Exchange will enter into the Order Book any unfilled interest at a price equal
to or inferior to the Opening Price. The Exchange will route Orders that would execute
through the Opening Price. The Exchange will not trade-through an away market.”
Phlx proposes to amend the second full paragraph on page 22 to state,
“Specifically, new Rule 1017(k)(A) provides that the system will broadcast an Imbalance
Message (which includes the symbol, side of the imbalance (unmatched contracts), size
of matched contracts, size of the imbalance, and price of the affected series (which must
be within the Pre-Market BBO) to participants, and begin an “Imbalance Timer,” not to
exceed three seconds. The Imbalance Timer is currently set at 200 milliseconds. The
Imbalance Message is intended to attract additional liquidity, much like an auction is,
using an auction message and timer. 5 The Imbalance Timer will be for the same number
of seconds for all options traded on the Exchange. This is the same as the existing rule,
except that the Exchange is adding more detail to this provision, to provide that the price
in the imbalance message must be within the Pre-Market BBO. This is intended, as some
of the other boundaries applied in the Opening Process, to help ensure that the price is
reasonable in light of the price discovery needed to determine an Opening Price. The
Exchange may have up to 4 Imbalance Messages which each run its own Imbalance
Timer. The Imbalance Timers for each iteration would be set for the same amount of
time, currently 200 milliseconds.”
Phlx proposes to add a sentence on line 6 of page 29 the following sentence, “The
Exchange Opening Price is bounded by the OQR without trading through the limit
price(s) of interest within OQR which is unable to fully executed at the Opening Price in
order to provide participants with assurance that their orders will not be traded through.”
Next, Phlx seeks to amend footnote 57, which will become footnote 58 with this
proposal, on page 28 to state, “The first two Imbalance Messages always occur when
there is interest which will route to an away market. If the Exchange is thereafter unable
to open at a price without trading through the ABBO, up to two more Imbalance
Messages may occur based on whether or not the Exchange has been able to open before
repeating the Imbalance Process. The Exchange may open prior to the end of the first
two Imbalance Messages provided routing is not necessary.”
The following examples will be added to the end of the Purpose section:
Example 1. 1017(f) Opening with a PBBO (No Trade). Suppose the Specialist in
an option enters a quote, 2.00 (100) bid and 2.10 (100) offer and a buy order to pay
2.05 for 10 contracts is present in the system. The system also observes an ABBO is
present with CBOE quoting a spread of 2.05 (100) and 2.15 (100). Given the
5

See COOP and COLA descriptions in Rule 1080.07.
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Exchange has no interest which locks or crosses each other and does not cross the
ABBO, the option opens for trading with the PBBO of 2.05 (10) x 2.10 (100) and no
trade. Since there is an ABBO and no Zero Bid Market, the system does not conduct
the PDM and the option opens without delay.
Example 2a. 1017(i) Opening with Trade. Suppose the Specialist enters the same
quote in an option, 2.00 (100) bid and 2.10 (100) offer. This quote defines the pre
market BBO. CBOE disseminates a quote of 2.01 (100) by 2.09 (100), making up the
ABBO. Firm A enters a buy order at 2.04 for 50 contracts. Firm B enters a sell order
at 2.04 for 50 contracts. The Exchange opens with the Firm A and Firm B orders fully
trading at an Opening Price of 2.04 which satisfies the condition defined in
1017(i)(A)(i), the Potential Opening Price is at or within the best of the Pre-Market
BBO and the ABBO.
Example 2b. 1017(i) Opening with Trade. Similarly, suppose the Specialist enters
the same quote in an option, 2.00 (100) bid and 2.10 (100) offer. A Market Maker
enters a quote of 2.00 (100) x 2.12 (100). The pre-market BBO is therefore 2.00 bid
and 2.10 offer. CBOE disseminates a quote of 2.05 (100) by 2.15 (100), making up
the ABBO. Firm A enters a buy order at 2.11 for 300 contracts. Firm B enters a sell
order at 2.11 for 100 contracts. The option does not open for trading because the
Potential Opening Price of 2.11 does not satisfy the condition defined in
1017(i)(A)(i), as the Potential Opening Price is outside the Pre-Market BBO. The
System thereafter calculates the OQR and initiates the PDM, as discussed in Rule
1017(k), to facilitate the Opening Process for the option.
Example 3. 1017(k)(B) Price Discovery Mechanism and first iteration. Assume
the set up described in Example 2b and an allowable OQRof 0.04. When the PDM is
initiated, the System broadcasts an Imbalance Message. At the end of the Imbalance
Timer, the option opens with an Opening Price of 2.11 because it is within OQR and
the ABBO. The maximum value for OQR is the lowest quote offer of 2.10 plus 0.04.
Example 4. 1017(k)(C) Price Discovery Mechanism and second iteration with
routing. Suppose the Specialist enters a quote, 2.00 (100) bid and 2.10 (100)
offer and the defined allowable OQR is 0.04. If CBOE disseminates a quote of 2.00
(100) by 2.09 (100), the away offer is better than the Specialist quote. Customer A
enters a routable buy order at 2.10 for 150 contracts. The PDM
initiates because the Potential Opening Price (2.10) is outside of the Pre-Market BBO.
The Potential Opening Price is 2.10 because there is both buy and sell interest at that
price point. The System is unable to open after the first iteration of Imbalance since
the Potential Opening Price is within the OQR but outside of the ABBO. The System
proceeds with the PDM and initiates a Route Timer and broadcasts a second
Imbalance Message (assume no additional interest is received during the imbalance
period). The System opens the option for trading after the Route Timer has expired
and the Imbalance Timer has completed since the Potential Opening Price is within
OQR. The System routes 100 contracts of the Customer order to the better priced
away offer at CBOE. The Exchange would route to CBOE at an Opening Price of
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2.10 to execute against the interest at 2.09 on CBOE. The 50 options contracts
open and execute on the Exchange with an Opening Price of 2.10. The Exchange
routes to CBOE using the Exchange’s Opening Price to ensure, if there is market
movement, that the routed order is able to access any price point equal to or better
than the Exchange’s Opening Price.
Example 5. 1017(k)(C)(5) Forced Opening. Suppose the Specialist enters a quote,
2.00 (100) bid and 2.10 (100) offer and the defined allowable OQR is 0.04. A Market
Maker enters a quote for 2.05 (100) x 2.14 (100). Firm A enters a buy order of 250
contracts for 2.15 which is more aggressive than the expected OQR of 2.14. The
PDM initiates because the Potential Opening Price of 2.15 is outside the Pre-Market
BBO (2.05 x 2.10). Assume no additional interest is received during the PDM. After
the final Imbalance Timer, the System opens the option for trading with an execution
of 200 contracts at an Opening Price of 2.14, which is the boundary of OQR. The
residual 50 contracts from Firm A are cancelled back to the participant because the
limit order price of 2.15 is priced through the Opening Price of 2.14.
The Exchange proposes to replace the first full paragraph on page 37 of the
Statutory Basis which to state, “The current rule takes away market interest into account
at the beginning of the imbalance process, while the proposed rule proposes to open using
Exchange interest only within the Pre-Market BBO to determine an Opening Price,
provided certain conditions contained in new Rule 1017(i) are present to ensure
participants receive a quality execution in the opening. This is reflected beginning in
current Rule 1017(l)(ii)(C). It is consistent with the Act to not consider away market
liquidity, i.e. away market volume, until the price discovery process occurs because this
proposed process provides for a swift, yet conservative opening. The Exchange is
bounded by the Pre-Market BBO when determining an Opening Price. The away market
prices would be considered, albeit not immediately. It is consistent with the Act to
consider interest on the Exchange prior to routing to an away market because the
Exchange is utilizing the interest currently present on its market to determine a quality
opening price. The Exchange will attempt to match interest in the system, which is
within the OQR, and not leave interest unsatisfied that was otherwise at that price. The
Exchange will not trade-through the away market interest in satisfying this interest at the
Exchange. “
The Exchange proposes to amend the Exhibit 5 at 1017(f) to state, “Opening with
a PBBO (No Trade). If there are no opening quotes or orders that lock or cross each other
and no routable orders locking or crossing the ABBO, the system will open with an
opening quote by disseminating the Exchange's best bid and offer among quotes and
orders (“PBBO”) that exist in the system at that time, unless the following three
conditions exist: (i) a Zero Bid Market; (ii) no ABBO; and (iii) no Quality Opening
Market. If all of these conditions exist, the Exchange will calculate an Opening Quote
Range pursuant to paragraph (j) and conduct the Price Discovery Mechanism pursuant to
paragraph (k) below.” The bolded text is new text in this paragraph.

